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Top Trends In 
Personalization



Top Trends in Personalization
Personalization strategies are still evolving, but marketers are 
making progress. Here’s a look at the personalization 
landscape today.

Source: Salesforce

https://www.salesforce.com/content/dam/web/en_us/www/documents/studies/infographic-personalization-2022-dec22.pdf


Behind The Scenes



Existing 
Connectors 

and 
Motivation for 
Improvement

● Data can go from MCP to MCAE through SF CRM using 
the MCP <-> SF CRM native connector

○ The sync between MCP and CRM only happens 
nightly at an unspecifiable time

○ The types of data sent from MCP to CRM are 
limited

● The MCP Beacon can be added to MCAE forms
○ This creates some issues with the MCP event 

stream
○ This is only useful for scraping new data, not 

sending data between systems

● We want to recreate the “Triggered Campaign” 
functionality that exists between MCP and Marketing 
Cloud Engagement (MCE), so that a similar experience 
is delivered with MCP and MCAE!



Scenarios Visitor unknown in by 
either system

 
Visitor known by Account 
Engagement but not MCP

 

Sending data from MCP to MCAE

 
Full Data Diagram

Identifying records in 
both MCP and 
Account Engagement 
and sharing data in 
real-time for channel 
personalization uses 
cases and triggered 
campaigns 



New visitor unknown by 
either system



Website

MCP beacon 
script

MCP

MCAE 
iframe form

1. A new visitor arrives 
on the website. The 
visitor is anonymously 
tracked by MCP and 
Account Engagement 
(MCAE).

Anonymous 
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cookie

Anonymous 
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New Visitor
(1/4)

Anonymous 
tracking data



Website

MCP beacon 
script

MCP

MCAE 
iframe form

2. The visitor submits 
the iframe form, 
creating an identified
prospect in Account 
Engagement (MCAE).
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cookie
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email identity
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Website

MCP beacon 
script

MCP

MCAE 
iframe form

3a. The Account 
Engagement (MCAE) 
iframe form contains 
MessageEvent code 
to send the info it 
collected to the MCP 
beacon script

Named 
Profile

MCAE

Identified 
Prospect

MCAE 
cookie Form fill with 

email identity

3b. The MCP beacon forwards the 
email address (identity attribute) 
and other data to MCP to create a 
named profile in MCP.
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Email identity 
(+other data)
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4. The visitor is now 
known by both 
systems.
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Visitor known by Account Engagement 
(MCAE) but not MCP



Website

MCP

MCAE cookie

1. A visitor arrives on the 
website on a new device 
(e.g. mobile) via an email 
from Account Engagement, 
and the MCAE cookie 
establishes prospect identity 
on this device for Account 
Engagement using link 
tracking.
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but not identified by 
MCP on this device 
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Website

Hidden MCAE 
iframe form 
served by MCP

MCP

MCAE cookie
2. An MCP web campaign is set to 
target anonymous visitors once 
per day. The campaign contains a 
hidden MCAE iframe form in the 
background of the website.
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Website

Hidden MCAE 
iframe form 
served by MCP

MCP

MCAE cookie

Anonymous 
Visitor

MCAE

Identified 
Prospect

MCP beacon 
script

Prospect identified in 
Account Engagement 
but not identified by 
MCP on this device 
(3/5)

3. The Account Engagement 
(MCAE) cookie populates the form 
with known information about the 
prospect, in particular, their email 
address.

Email address 
(+other data)



Website

Hidden MCAE 
iframe form 
served by MCP

MCP

MCAE cookie

Named 
Profile

MCAE

Identified 
Prospect

MCP beacon 
script

Prospect identified in 
Account Engagement 
but not identified by 
MCP on this device 
(4/5)

4. The data populated in the 
hidden Account Engagement 
(MCAE) iframe form is passed 
back to MCP.

Email address 
(+other data)

Note: What if the 
visitor wasn’t actually 
known by Account 
Engagement? (MCP is 
going to show the 
hidden form either 
way). If identity data 
is not returned to 
MCP, it can be set not 
to check again for a 
set period of time (or 
ever) via campaign 
logic.

Email address 
(+other data)



Website

MCP

MCAE cookie

MCAE

MCP beacon 
script

Known 
tracking data

Known 
tracking data

5. The visitor is now 
known by both 
systems.

Named 
Profile

Identified 
Prospect

Prospect identified in 
Account Engagement 
but not identified by 
MCP on this device 
(5/5)



Sending data from MCP to 
Account Engagement 
(MCAE)



Website

MCP

MCAE cookie

1. Actions tracked for a visitor 
in MCP (e.g. high 
engagement in a particular 
category, abandoning a form) 
cause us to want to send data 
to, or start an engagement 
program in, Account 
Engagement (MCAE).
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Website

MCP

MCAE cookie

2. MCP serves a hidden web 
campaign containing an 
Account Engagement (MCAE) 
iframe. Information (e.g. 
segment membership, recipe 
results, etc) can be populated 
in the fields by MCP via query 
parameters in the iframe link.
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currently browsing 
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Website

MCP

MCAE cookie

3. MessageEvent code is used 
to automatically submit the 
form in the background, 
sending the info to Account 
Engagement (MCAE).
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Profile
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MCP beacon 
script

Known visitor 
currently browsing 
the site.

Hidden MCAE 
iframe form 
served by MCP

Form 
submission

Identified 
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Full data diagram



MCP MCAE

Full data 
diagram

Native 
Connector

CRM

Native 
Connector

Native 
Connector
Flows with 
MCP activityLightning 

Components

MCP web campaigns submitting 
hidden MCAE iframe forms 
populated with MCP data

MCP scraping data populated by 
MCAE in hidden iframe forms 
served by MCP web campaigns



You Really Want To See 
This Demo!
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Nathan, did you forget something? Your Exclusive Marketing Demo Awaits













Finished













…but what if?



















The Take Home Kit



Use Case Ideas

● Increase the ROI of every site visit by showing prospects with tailored content that 
your solution is right for them based on their source, location, behaviour, history and 
other data 

● Improve ABM by recognizing and targeting high-value visitors the instant they hit your 
site. You can put the most relevant content and messaging in front of them 
immediately

● Drive greater visibility and attendance to your webinars & events by promoting them 
to the right audience. Highlight webinars and events that align to individuals’ 
interests, personas, or geography to generate more registrations

● Collect zero-party data - Ask them directly, using personalized and targeted surveys 
on your website. Data is added to each person’s profile to enrich your database, to 
trigger personalized experiences in the moment 

Source: Salesforce 



Key Takeaways

● Combining Marketing Cloud Personalisation and Account Engagement allows for 
(B2B) personalization at scale

● Leverage the two systems for real-time campaign triggering in Account Engagement 

● Place MCAE forms in MCP web campaigns to create a pop up to ask for information 
from prospects at the right moment while the prospect is browsing the website

● Connect the two platforms by leveraging MCP’s beacon and Account Engagement’s 
first-party cookie to exchange and submit pre-filled forms using MessageEvent code 
and listeners in MCP sitemap and MCAE forms



Thank You!


